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Senior Project Officer Interview Questions And Answers
Guide.

Question - 1:
What is Project Business plan and budget?

Ans:
With these many questions, the interviewer will also like to know whether you created the project business plan and were kept in the loop about the financial aspects
of the project. The interviewer would also like to know whether you were the one who monitors the budget/incomes of the project, like - costs, income, gross profit
and net profit etc.
View All Answers

Question - 2:
Explain Project's prioritization methodologies?

Ans:
As a project manager, you would have prioritization methods that would be instrumental in solving any problem that your company or institute faced.
View All Answers

Question - 3:
Do you have any idea Project management tools?

Ans:
One common question is about the various project management tools that you have worked with. One frequently used project management tool is MS Project.
View All Answers

Question - 4:
What is Team management?

Ans:
One another simple question asked is whether you have managed a team directly or indirectly. The interviewer will also be interested to know how you have managed
any project that is multidisciplinary, like matrix management or even cross country management.
View All Answers

Question - 5:
Tell me have you ever faced any disagreements in your previous job? How did you solve it out?

Ans:
A project manager has to take into consideration several disagreements. They can be between employees, between the superior and the employees, or even the client
and the employees.
If you reply that you have never had any disagreements, the interviewer will wonder whether you were really a project manager for your skills or simply because you
are a people pleaser.
Make sure that you come up with at least one incident where employees and superiors had differences in thought and you were instrumental in changing the scenario.
View All Answers

Question - 6:
What is Procurement?

Ans:
Since a project manager can be responsible for the supply chain management and procurement, you would also be asked questions about the same - in a bid to know
whether you have handled these tasks.
View All Answers
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Question - 7:
What are some of the projects that you handled in the previous job as Project Officer?

Ans:
As an experienced professional, you are bound to have a portfolio, and this is the right time to share such a portfolio with the interviewer. Make sure that the portfolio
you share is authentic as your previous portfolio will decide whether the interviewer will be interested in you or not.
View All Answers

Question - 8:
Explain SOW & Action Items?

Ans:
While the interviewer is at it, they may also be interested in finding out about your projects and your contribution to those projects.
Therefore, they may be asked questions about documentations such as: the SOW (scope of work) that your project had, Site Surveys Provisional Acceptance as well
as the action items and tasks that were conducted.
View All Answers

Question - 9:
How to improve project management processes?

Ans:
Good because: Not everyone has the chance to work on business critical, exciting projects that make for a great CV, but everyone has the chance to offer some
suggestions for improvements (even if they aren't taken up). Look for someone who has ideas and who isn't afraid to put them forward.
Bad response: "It's all pretty rubbish there but I haven't bothered to do anything about it as there's no point."
View All Answers

Question - 10:
Explain Project's status information - Transparency?

Ans:
With the advent of the corporate culture, transparency is the moot point in any company.
Therefore, you might also be asked about the information that you passed on to the executives and other key management members of your company about the
project.
View All Answers

Question - 11:
What was the most difficult ethical decision you've had to make on a project?

Ans:
Good because: It can demonstrate their awareness of PMI Code of Ethics and even if they aren't aware of that, their general approach to work. You can also use it to
open up an interesting discussion and allow you to judge how they will fit into your business culture.
Bad response: "I awarded a contract to my cousin once, even though he was the most expensive. I did get a good holiday out of the kickback though."
View All Answers

Question - 12:
Explain Cross-company management, matrix management?

Ans:
A project manager has to liaise with other departments in the company, like the procurement, the R&D, as well as the Logistics department. Other than that, the
project manager may also have to interact with customers and company's parters. Sometimes, the project manager may also be responsible for the invoicing and
financial issues of his projects. Do you have that project management experience?
View All Answers

Question - 13:
How to work with sponsors? How do you manage up?

Ans:
Good because: Managing up means working well with people more senior than you. Project managers do this all the time, so it's good to find out how they make
those relationships work.
Bad response: "I prefer not to get my sponsor involved. They're typically a figurehead, so I don't bother them."
View All Answers

Question - 14:
Explain Subcontractors, vendors and suppliers?

Ans:
Another question that is commonly asked, due to the ever increasing boundaries of the business, is whether you have ever outsourcing works to subcontractors or
with firms located in a country other than yours.
The interviewer would also be interested in knowing whether you were responsible for selecting the vendors and suppliers for your project.
View All Answers

Question - 15:
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What's the most important thing for a project manager to do?

Ans:
Good because: It will show you their priorities and whether they have actually thought about what a project manager does. It will also demonstrate whether they are a
good cultural fit for your team. If you have a strong focus on process and they think the most important thing is to be flexible and adapt processes as you go, then you
probably won't get on.
Bad response: "Well, it's mainly admin, isn't it?"
View All Answers

Question - 16:
Explain Project's risk factors?

Ans:
Every project manager is aware of the risk factors of any project. As a project manager, how did you monitor these risks during the project life cycle?
View All Answers

Question - 17:
What don't you want to work on?

Ans:
Good because: There are always bits of jobs we don't like, but project managers typically work on the projects that they are assigned. It's fine to have preferences, but
you're looking for someone who can respond to business needs even if that isn't their top choice of project.
Bad response: "I like to choose the projects I work on, and I only really want to do the digital media ones. That's OK, isn't it?"
View All Answers

Question - 18:
Did the salary we offer attract you to this project management job?

Ans:
The interviewer could be asking you this question for a number of reasons.
Obviously, the salary is an important factor to your interest in this job, but it should not be the overriding reason for your interest. A good answer to this question is,
The salary was very attractive, but the job itself is what was most attractive to me.
View All Answers

Question - 19:
Do you know Business management tools?

Ans:
Other than that, the questions may also contain information about which business management tools, like SAP, ERP, BANN, etc have you worked with.
View All Answers

Question - 20:
Tell us what you know about our company?

Ans:
Follow these three easy research tips before your next job interview:
1) Visit the company website; look in the about us section and careers sections
2) Visit the company's LinkedIn page (note, you must have a LinkedIn account  its free to sign up) to view information about the company
3) Google a keyword search phrase like press releases followed by the company name; you'll find the most recent news stories shared by the company
Remember, just because you have done your homework, it does not mean you need to share ALL of it during the interview! Reciting every fact you've learned is
almost as much of a turn off as not knowing anything at all! At a minimum, you should include the following in your answer:
1. What type of product or service the company sells
2. How long the company has been in business
3. What the company culture is like OR what the company mission statement is, and how the culture and/or mission relate to your values or personality
View All Answers

Question - 21:
Tell me have you ever had disappointments?

Ans:
No job is without its disappointments. The disappointments can be anything, from an employee who left for personal reasons or the project that you did not bag
because of the financials involved.
Make sure that you provide a quick and factual answer for this question.
View All Answers

Question - 22:
Would you like to share your biggest weakness?

Ans:
No one likes to answer this question because it requires a very delicate balance. You simply can't lie and say you don't have one; you can't trick the interviewer by
offering up a personal weakness that is really a strength (Sometimes, I work too much and don't maintain a work-life balance.); and you shouldn't be so honest that
you throw yourself under the bus (I'm not a morning person so I'm working on getting to the office on time.)
Think of a small flaw like I sometimes get sidetracked by small details, I am occasionally not as patient as I should be with subordinates or co-workers who do not
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understand my ideas, or I am still somewhat nervous and uncomfortable with my public-speaking skills and would like to give more presentations and talk in front of
others or in meetings. Add that you are aware of the problem and you are doing your best to correct it by taking a course of action.
View All Answers

Question - 23:
What are your greatest achievements in your professional life as Project Officer?

Ans:
Apart from the portfolio, everyone has some project or aspect of their jobs that they hold close to their heart. This is the time to inform the interviewer about what
your favorite project was and why. Of course, you have to make sure that you do not go on a ramble and genuinely discuss some of your favorite projects.
View All Answers

Question - 24:
Describe a typical work week for project management position?

Ans:
Interviewers expect a candidate for employment to discuss what they do while they are working in detail. Before you answer, consider the position you are applying
for and how your current or past positions relate to it. The more you can connect your past experience with the job opening, the more successful you will be at
answering the questions.
It should be obvious that it's not a good idea talk about non-work related activities that you do on company time, but, I've had applicants tell me how they are often
late because they have to drive a child to school or like to take a long lunch break to work at the gym.
Keep your answers focused on work and show the interviewer that you're organized ("The first thing I do on Monday morning is check my voicemail and email, then
I prioritize my activities for the week.") and efficient.
View All Answers

Question - 25:
Where have you worked before as Project Officer?

Ans:
Rarely is an inexperienced person taken in as a project manager. Any project manager would have at least two or three years of experience either as an employee or as
a project manager. Therefore, this is one of the basic questions asked. Make sure that you give a brief and concise answer to this question, without going too much
into the details. Also, make sure that everything you say as an answer to this question is factual.
View All Answers

Question - 26:
What creative problem solving techniques do you use?

Ans:
Good because: It's worth probing the technical skills of candidates. Can they talk knowledgably about fishbone diagrams, De Bono's thinking hats, role play? Branch
out to talk about the last project issue they resolved with creative thinking.
Bad response: "I tend to solve problems myself without involving the team."
View All Answers

Question - 27:
What challenges are you looking for in this project management position?

Ans:
A typical interview question to determine what you are looking for your in next job, and whether you would be a good fit for the position being hired for, is "What
challenges are you looking for in a position?"
The best way to answer questions about the challenges you are seeking is to discuss how you would like to be able to effectively utilize your skills and experience if
you were hired for the job.
You can also mention that you are motivated by challenges, have the ability to effectively meet challenges, and have the flexibility and skills necessary to handle a
challenging job.
You can continue by describing specific examples of challenges you have met and goals you have achieved in the past.
View All Answers

Question - 28:
What criteria are you using to find your next job?

Ans:
Good because: It will show you what's important to them at work: green credentials, career progression, work/life balance, working for a big brand etc. It will also tell
you if they are actively job hunting or whether they saw your ad and couldn't resist (either is fine).
Bad response: "Salary, expense policy and the chance to travel abroad."
View All Answers

Question - 29:
What have you learned from mistakes on the project management job?

Ans:
Candidates without specific examples often do not seem credible. However, the example shared should be fairly inconsequential, unintentional, and a learned lesson
should be gleaned from it. Moving ahead without group assistance while assigned to a group project meant to be collaborative is a good example.
View All Answers
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Question - 30:
When was the last time you didn't delegate and what happened?

Ans:
Good because: This will help you work out if they are happy to be honest and tell you about a time that something went wrong. This shows their capacity to learn
from mistakes and how they deal with information overload. Delegating work packages is key to project work and you'll want to hire someone who understands that.
Bad response: "I never delegate-it's easier to do it all myself."
View All Answers

Question - 31:
Why do you want this project management job?

Ans:
Again, companies want to hire people who are passionate about the job, so you should have a great answer about why you want the position. (And if you don't? You
probably should apply elsewhere.)
First, identify a couple of key factors that make the role a great fit for you (e.g., I love customer support because I love the constant human interaction and the
satisfaction that comes from helping someone solve a problem"), then share why you love the company (e.g., I've always been passionate about education, and I think
you guys are doing great things, so I want to be a part of it).
View All Answers

Question - 32:
What do you spend the most time doing each day?

Ans:
Good because: This gives you an indication of how they do their job. Someone who spends all day at the PC may suit your environment, or you might be looking for
a project manager who gets out and visits clients most days of the week. Remember that they might be prepared to do something other than what they do now, so if
you hear something that doesn't fit with the post you are recruiting for, don't rule them out before exploring this further.
Bad response: "Facebook."
View All Answers

Question - 33:
What relevant experience do you have?

Ans:
Hopefully if you're applying for this position you have bags of related experience, and if that's the case you should mention it all. But if you're switching careers or
trying something a little different, your experience may initially not look like it's matching up. That's when you need a little honest creativity to match the experiences
required with the ones you have. People skills are people skills after all, you just need to show how customer service skills can apply to internal management
positions, and so on.
View All Answers

Question - 34:
If you had to rate project management as a career, from 1-10 how would you rate it?

Ans:
Good because: This will show you how they value their career and whether they see themselves progressing in a PM role. Ask them why they chose that rating.
Bad response: "I'd score it a 1 because I'm only doing this to fill in time before I can get a proper job."
View All Answers

Question - 35:
What are the ways a project time schedule can be compressed?

Ans:
Crashing and fast tracking are two methods of accelerating a project time schedule. Crashing method tries to optimize the schedule making use of the time floats
available while keeping costs under control. Fast tracking is to make selected activities faster by applying additional resources if necessary. It may mean paying team
members overtime, paying for the time of a consultant, etc.
View All Answers

Question - 36:
Do you have any questions to ask us then go a head?

Ans:
Never ask Salary, perks, leave, place of posting, etc. regarded questions.
Try to ask more about the company to show how early you can make a contribution to your organization like
Sir, with your kind permission I would like to know more about induction and developmental programs?
OR
Sir, I would like to have my feedback, so that I can analyze and improve my strengths and rectify my shortcomings.
View All Answers

Question - 37:
What are the important processes for project integration management?

Ans:
It starts with a project charter development. Project management plan development is another important activity. Direct and manage project execution and monitor
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and control are plans that are to be followed all through the project. Closing of the project (or the current phase) is the final set of activities for integration
management. Since changes are often unavoidable an integrated change management plan must be developed to guide all changes systematically.
View All Answers

Question - 38:
Why do you want to work with us as Senior Project Officer?

Ans:
More likely than not, the interviewer wishes to see how much you know about the company culture, and whether you can identify with the organization's values and
vision. Every organization has its strong points, and these are the ones that you should highlight in your answer. For example, if the company emphasizes on integrity
with customers, then you mention that you would like to be in such a team because you yourself believe in integrity.
It doesn't have to be a lie. In the case that your values are not in line with the ones by the company, ask yourself if you would be happy working there. If you have no
issue with that, go ahead. But if you are aware of the company culture and realize that there is some dilemma you might be facing, you ought to think twice. The best
policy is to be honest with yourself, and be honest with the interviewer with what is it in the company culture that motivates you.
View All Answers

Question - 39:
What do you think is the difference between projects, programs and a portfolio?

Ans:
Projects are undertaken for a specific or a set of related purposes. A program is a set of projects managed in a coordinated manner to achieve different parts of an
overall goal. For example the NASA lunar landing program had the development of the command module and the lunar landing modules as separate projects. A
portfolio is a collection of projects, programs and even other portfolios that help an organization achieve some common high level business purpose.
View All Answers

Question - 40:
Why should the we hire you as project management position?

Ans:
This is the part where you link your skills, experience, education and your personality to the job itself. This is why you need to be utterly familiar with the job
description as well as the company culture. Remember though, it's best to back them up with actual examples of say, how you are a good team player.
It is possible that you may not have as much skills, experience or qualifications as the other candidates. What then, will set you apart from the rest? Energy and
passion might. People are attracted to someone who is charismatic, who show immense amount of energy when they talk, and who love what it is that they do. As you
explain your compatibility with the job and company, be sure to portray yourself as that motivated, confident and energetic person, ever-ready to commit to the cause
of the company.
View All Answers

Question - 41:
Senior Project Officer Interview Questions:

Ans:
1. Tell me about your last position and what you did?
2. What do you know about the position of your Project officer position?
3. Describe two or three major trends in your field? 
4. Did you choose this profession/field?
5. What tertiary qualifications have you attained that related to Project officer?
6. What is the most recent skill you have learned that related to Project officer?
7. What tertiary qualifications have you attained that related to your Project officer position?
8. Where would you like to be in 3 years? 5 years?
9. What made you choose to apply to Project officer?
10. What are key tasks for Project officer?
11. What have you learned from your past jobs that related to Project officer?
12. Why did you leave your last job?
13. How to do each Project officer position task/function?
14. How to control each task/function of Project officer? Etc
15. What are your strengths and weaknesses?
16. What are top top 3 skills for Project officer?
17. How to measure job performance of your position: Project officer?
18. What do you know about this company?
19. What is the most recent skill you have learned that related to your Project officer position?
View All Answers

Question - 42:
Project job interview tips:

Ans:
1. Research
Prepare a response so you are ready for the question What do you know about this company?
Know the interviewer's name and use it during the job interview.
If you're not sure of the name, call and ask prior to the interview. Try to relate what you know about the company when answering questions.
2. Provide Examples
It's one thing to say you can do something; it's another to give examples of things you have done. "Come with a toolbox of examples of the work you've done,"
advises Fogarty. "You should come and anticipate the questions a recruiter's going to ask based on the requirement of the role. Think of recent strong strategic
examples of work you've done, then when the question is asked, answer with specifics, not in generalities. You should say, 'Yes, I've done that before. Here's an
example of a time I did that...,' and then come back and ask the recruiter, 'Did that answer your question?'"
3. First impressions count
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Greet your interviewer with a smile and firm handshake. Give eye contact. Try to make small talk during the walk from the reception area to the interview room. Liz
Anderson, a human resources manager says, "You have to sell yourself before you can sell anything else and the first 30 seconds are when the interviewer
subconsciously makes decisions about whether they like you or not and whether you will fit into the team."
4. Practice your answers 
Although there is no set format that every job interview will follow, there are some questions that you can almost guarantee will crop up. You should prepare answers
to questions about your personal strengths and weaknesses, as well as being able to explain why you would be the best person for the job.
5. Ask questions 
You should always have some questions for your interviewer to demonstrate your interest in the position. Prepare a minimum of five questions, some which will give
you more information about the job, and some which delve deeper into the culture and goals of the company.
6. Follow Up
Always follow-up with a thank you note reiterating your interest in the position. If you interview with multiple people send each one a personal thank you note. Send
your thank you note (email is fine) within 24 hours of your interview.
View All Answers

Question - 43:
What are the knowledge areas relevant to doing a project?

Ans:
Scope management, time and cost management knowledge areas are quite obvious. Same goes for quality management too. To complete a project in all its aspects
one needs to be aware of the project integration knowledge area. Communications is an essential issue so is the communication management knowledge. Procurement
and risk management are two vital support areas. Since people get things done Human resources management is also an equally important area.
View All Answers

Question - 44:
Can you explain project life cycle?

Ans:
A project has distinct phases when the range of activities required to carry out the project work differ. There is a distinct start phase, followed by an organizing and
preparing phase. Carrying out is the actual execution part of the project. Closing phase makes sure the temporary activities related to the project are closed
systematically. The points in time when the phase changes happen are named variously as phase gate, exits, milestones or kill points. If a project is to be closed, it is
decided at these stages based on the performance or if the need of the project has disappeared.
View All Answers

Question - 45:
What is a critical path in schedule network diagram?

Ans:
When activity scheduling is done there will be activities whose start time and/or end times are not critical. It may be possible, due to dependencies, to start a task later
than the date on the schedule, similarly an activity could be completed later as there are no other activity waiting for its completion. These time pads are called floats.
There is always a path from start to finish, which does not have any floats. Not only all the activities in the path must be carried out in planned time, but also there
cannot be any delays. Any delays will directly reflect on project completion time. This chain of activities or the path from start to finish is known as the critical path.
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Question - 46:
How do project scheduling help achieve project execution?

Ans:
When the activity effort and resource estimates are known getting the work done depends on how the tasks are sequenced. Dependencies with other activities have to
be clearly known. The basic sequence is determined by what activities should be carried out first and what should follow. Unconnected tasks/activities can be
sequenced in parallel to reduce project time. Most optimized sequencing would give you the best possible time needed given the resources allocation is ideal and
there are no constraints there. Scheduling is done from activities list prepared after WBS has been finalized.
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Question - 47:
What is the tool used for arriving at improvements in processes?

Ans:
GM, or the goals, questions and metrics is the method used. Goals are set, questions are asked about what improvements can be made and metrics (measurements that
tell us something about the process) are carried outh
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Question - 48:
What are some techniques used for defining scope?

Ans:
Product breakdown, requirements analysis, systems engineering, systems analysis, value engineering, value analysis and alternatives analysis. Alternatives analysis
can be helped by brain storming, lateral thinking and pair-wise comparisons, etc.
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Question - 49:
How do you estimate in the three point estimating method?

Ans:
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One optimistic estimate, a pessimistic estimate and one most likely estimate is considered for an activity. (Op estimate+6 X most likely+ pess. Estimate) is calculated
and divided by 6. This result then may be further iterated. This is the estimate to be used."0"
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Question - 50:
What are processes and process groups?

Ans:
A process is a defined way of doing things. Not only does the process define the actions to be taken but also in what sequence they are to be carried out. Process
groups are a set of processes that are applicable to various stages of a project. For example, initiating process group, planning process group, etc. Each of the
processes has a defined set of inputs and produce defined outputs by applying a set of tools and techniques on the input.
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Question - 51:
What challenges are you looking as Senior Project Officer?

Ans:
A typical interview question to determine what you are looking for your in next job, and whether you would be a good fit for the position being hired for, is "What
challenges are you looking for in a position?" The best way to answer questions about the challenges you are seeking is to discuss how you would like to be able to
effectively utilize your skills and experience if you were hired for the job. You can also mention that you are motivated by challenges, have the ability to effectively
meet challenges, and have the flexibility and skills necessary to handle a challenging job. You can continue by describing specific examples of challenges you have
met and goals you have achieved in the past.
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Question - 52:
Are there distinct kinds of activities in a project?

Ans:
Most often any project goes through some easily identifiable set of activities during its lifetime. Some typical activities can be identified as related initiating a project.
Planning set of activities are required to plan the activities to be undertaken to achieve the defined goals. Executing group of activities help getting the project done. A
related set of activities are required to monitor and correct the course of actions to keep the project on the planned course charted for it. Final set of activities are
related to the systematic closure of the project. Most important of which is, of course, to formally record what has been learnt during the execution of the project.
When documented, this set of documents, related forms to be used, the way estimates are to be made, database of estimates of similar projects etc. are often referred
to as Organizational process assets.
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Question - 53:
Tell me about your past?

Ans:
The most often asked question in interviews. You need to have a short statement prepared in your mind. Be careful that it does not sound rehearsed. Limit it to
work-related items unless instructed otherwise. Talk about things you have done and jobs you have held that relate to the position you are interviewing for. Start with
the item farthest back and work up to the present.ns.pus
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